Introduction
Let E be a complex Banach space, E* the space dual to E, and let B = {xeE:
||x|| < 1} and B = {x g E : ||z|| = 1}. For any A e E*, put
x{A) = {xeE: A(x) ± 0}, 7 (A) = E -x(A).

If A € E* and A ^ 0, then x(A) is dense in E and x(A) fl B is dense in B (for then 7(A) is a hyperplane).
Set K = {z € C : \z\ < 1}. The symbol 5* (resp. S c ) will denote the well-known class of starlike (resp. convex) functions / : K -> C of the form f(z) = z + a 2 
The estimation of |P",/(a)| and HP^/II in the families S^(D)
and S%(D) LEMMA By taking the limit with k -* oo, we get Pn f(a) = 0, which ends the proof of (2). 
Iff e S^(D) (resp. f € S^(D)), n>2 and a e Fr (£), then
(2) \P nJ (a)\ < n\A(a)\ (resp. \P nJ (a)\ < |4(a)|).
In the case when D = B, estimate (2) is sharp and the equality holds for the function
A(x) A(x)
The estimates from Corollary 2 can be generalized to the case of any domain D (considered in this paper). For the purpose, put Mp = sup{M G R+ : BM C D} where BM = {x G E : ||z|| < M}. We have the following Ifge S% (D) , then ||Pn J < <" n ||A|| for n > 2.
Proof (when g G S$(D)).
Let n G N, n > 2, and let a G B. There exists r" G R+ such that raa G Fr(£>). Clearly, |r0| > M&. Hence, by Lemma 1, |P"ifl(raa)| < |A(raa)|, and, in consequence, which, by the arbitrariness of a G B, ends the proof. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for functions to belong to the families S^(D) and S%(D)
THEOREM 1. If f G SX(D), then, for any x G x(A) D D, f(x) ^ 0 and
Iff e S%(D), then, for any x € x(A) n D, f'(x)(x) / 0 and
Proof. Let a £ x(A) n Fr(D). For any
So, it suffices to prove that f a (z) ^ 0 for all 0 / z 6 K. Suppose to the contrary that f a (zo) = 0 for a certain 0 ^ ZQ 6 K. Since the function zf' a (z)/f(z), z G /i, has a pole in zo, there exists z G K such that f a (z) i 1 0 and re(z/£(z)//(z)) < 0, which contradicts (6).
Similarly we get 
If / G H{D), then the function h(x) := f'(x)(x), x e D, belongs to H{D), and
for x 6 D. From this, Theorems 1, 2, 3 and Corollary 1 we easily obtain the following 
J^< |/(w) ,< 1^)1 (l + IHI) 2 "" (i-IHI) 2 for 0 ^ z 6 K. Thus, putting z = ||u>||, we get (12). Parts (a) and (b) of the above theorem and inequalities (7), (8) can easily be generalized to the case when / e S"X(D) while g 6 S%(D). The difference between estimates (7), (8), (11), (12) and the new-ones lies in replacing ||to|| by inf{A > 0 : w e AD} only.
If g € S%(B) and w € B, then
